
PAPER #3 MLA CITATION ADVICE 
 

As you draft Paper #3, I want to remind you to be very, very careful to use your sources 

properly, so you can avoid unintentional plagiarism, which could drop your paper grade 

significantly. 

 

To avoid accidental plagiarism: 

When you use the author's exact wording, you MUST cite the source per correct MLA format 

*AND* put the author's text within quote-marks. Also, whenever you paraphrase or summarize, 

you must cite the source correctly and provide page numbers if appropriate. Be careful not to 

absorb source-wording and then repeat it in your essay accidentally without properly quoting and 

citing. 

 

Regarding correct Works Cited page citations, I will be expecting fewer mistakes on Paper #3. 

And so, please review your Works Cited page carefully and the examples provided in the sample 

Works Cited page handout and in the student sample handout, etc. 

 

Second, review the correct styles of citation in your textbook: 

 

--see page 365, "Work in an anthology of different authors," for how to cite the essay from your 

book... 

--see page 365, "Entry from a reference volume," and see also the student sample paper and 

sample Works Cited page for how to cite a reference article from an online database... 

--see page 368, *SPECIFICALLY* "Source from a library subscription database," for how to 

cite your journalism source and your scholarly article source, which should come from an online 

library database... 

--see page 367, "Web page/Internet site," for how to cite a website that is specifically relevant to 

your topic (and it’s your choice to use the *whole* web site OR a document or an article from a 

site – the format for citing a “Document or article from an Internet site” is also on page 367)... 

 

Finally, DO NOT ever use the "CITE THIS" button in the databases to do the cite for you. Use it 

to get information on your source, but then do your own cite, on your own. The "CITE THIS" 

button will not give you a correct cite per our textbook, and you will not learn how to cite 

correctly on your own if you rely on it. 


